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Managing the variances in the jungle 
of soldering technology

Technical article

The challenges put forth to the electro-
nic industry in global competition are well 
known and well publicized. Mass produc-
tion of electronic products takes place in 
low-wage countries in Asia, while in Euro-
pe mainly sophisticated and high-quality 

electronic products for industrial applica-
tions are manufactured, often in small vo-
lumes and in a multitude of versions. This 
requires very flexible production lines that 
are able to economically produce these 
small production volumes in high quality.    
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Ersa VERSAFLOW –  
highly flexible selective 
soldering systems suitable 
for high component mix

Flexibility in the production lines is de-
manded especially in those instances 
where, on the level of printed circuit 
boards and components, a large num-
ber of different board versions and 
component types need to be proces-
sed. For the soldering process, this 
flexibility can be furnished, on the one 
side, by the different soldering proces-
ses, and on the other side by soldering 
systems which are able to flexibly pro-
duce a “batch size 1”.  

The range of available soldering proces-
ses encompasses hand soldering, and 
the many versions of selective soldering 
technology right up to the established 
mass production soldering processes 
such as wave and reflow soldering. The 
selection of the suitable process de-
pends on the design of the product, the 
quantities to be produced and, quite 
naturally, the number of different com-
ponents to be processed. The range of 
electronic components available today 
is immense, whereby for the soldering 
technology their heat capacity is of pri-
me importance. 

Regardless of whether it is SMT or THT, 
essential to the process is the heating 
up of the area to be soldered to the re-
quired temperature, while avoiding aff-
licting thermal damages to the rest of 
the assembly.

INFOS ON PRODUCTS

The flexible soldering process starts 
already with the hand soldering tech-
nology, where solder stations and sol-
der irons with various power output are 
available. The tips required for soldering 
cover the complete range of macros-
copic as well as microscopic tips. The 
selective soldering process then, which 
can be viewed as hand soldering in au-
tomated form, adds reproducibility and 
reliability to the process. When viewing 
the complete spectrum of the selective 
soldering technology available today, it 
becomes apparent that it ranges from 
soldering robots, light- and laser solde-
ring, induction soldering right up to sol-
dering systems which work with small 
solder waves. Systems established to-
day mainly work with miniaturized solder 
waves and offer an encompassing ran-
ge of sensors to monitor the process. 
Thus, a stable and reproducible process, 
even with a large variety of products, is 
fully ensured. Similar remarks apply to 
the mass soldering processes of reflow 
soldering and wave soldering.

To control all these process, encodings 
of the assemblies to be processed are 
used. Usually the boards are identified 
already with serial numbers in the form 
of small bar- or data matrix codes. The-
se codes are being read by the soldering 
systems. Via diverse IT-structures and 
-systems, the required parameters for 
processing the boards are loaded into 
the system controls. It is this flexibili-
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Range of soldering tips 
from micro to macro 
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ty and the correct configuration of the 
soldering systems which permits today 
to produce, on one production line, the 
most varied assemblies in batch sizes 
of 1. Higher-level IT structures such as 
MES and ERP systems permit, aside 
from the complete order- and manu-
facturing control, the  process interlo-
cking of solder systems in case of an 
incorrect system setup, as well as the 
acquisition of process relevant data for 
the traceability of the product history. 
All these technologies and systems are 
available today, and can individually be 
configured to meet the needs of each 
and any customer, thereby ensuring 
their competitiveness. 
 

INFO’S ON THE PAPER

This paper deals primarily with the 
question as to what the possibilities 
are in modern soldering systems to ex-
ploit, in those cases where it is required 
to manufacture a variety of board as-
semblies with a multitude of different 
components, the full advantages offe-
red by modern IT structures. The view 
towards future developments resp. re-
quirements of the market considers the 
general trend towards industry 4.0. To 
adequately deal with this complex and 
encompassing subject, it is absolutely 
necessary to extensively delve as well 
into the boundary conditions, i.e. for 
those of the management of the diffe-
rent versions. Data which is relevant for 
the product should, for example, be sto-
red in the product. This creates the pre-
requisite for very comfortable functions 
in the production and in the operati-
on of the product in the field, but this 
technology also requires an extensive 
infrastructure in order to meaningfully 
process and use the data.  

Finally, we take a look at additional fac-
tors in the general sphere of manufac-
turing and their influence on the compe-
titiveness of corporations, as well as at 
possibilities to take influence on these. 

STATEMENT TO THE EVENT

The development of the industrial land- 
scape of Europe hinges mainly on the 

competitiveness of its corporations. 
Independently of whether the corpo-
rations act locally or globally, under the 
present conditions dictated by the wor-
ld market, a forward looking orientati-
on, a strong willingness to innovate and 
considerable powers of innovation are 
indispensable.  Only continuous innova-
tion will, in the medium- to long term, 
ensure the success of the corporation.  
As a medium-sized corporation acti-
ve in mechanical engineering, having a 
long tradition, we consider it to be our 
duty to support our customers in their 
production processes, to optimize their 
quality, their costs and delivery services 
through our technological advantage 
and our innovative strength. 

Variety management in the sector of 
electronic components is an important 
detail of the issue, to which we respond 
and which we satisfy with the construc-
tive design of our soldering systems and 
the extensive control software. We look 
forward to many interesting discussions 
and to a lively exchange of information, 
and we wish the participants expedient 
contacts to experts, so that they can 
successfully advance those projects 
which will ensure their future. 

THE CORPORATION

Ersa - Electronics Production Equipment 
– As the largest supplier of soldering 
systems in Europe we care, on a worldwi-
de basis, for connections in the electro-
nic industry. In the field of soft soldering, 
Ersa is worldwide one of the largest sup-
plier and offers the most comprehensive 
product range available from under one 
roof.  Its engineers have set it as their 
goal, to continuously adapt their pro-
ducts, their production processes and 
their turnkey solutions to the forever 
changing demands of the connection 
technology. In the product group Solde-
ring Systems solder paste printers, re-
flow ovens as well as wave- and selective 
soldering system are being offered. The 
range of products in the field of hand 
soldering reaches from the well proven 
soldering iron to intelligent soldering 
stations and right up to fully automatic 
rework stations to solder and desolder 
the most varied components.  

Different codes –  
Serial number on the 
printed circuit board


